April 17, 2020

Epidemiologists Offer Differing Strategies on Covid-19

Three epidemiologists differ in Covid-19 strategies. Dr. John Ioannidis says the shutdown can’t last much longer and wants more testing. Professor Knut Wittkowski says social distancing has prevented herd immunity, exposing the U.S. to a possible second wave in the fall. He says shutting the schools was the worst thing done because it kept children from spreading the virus and developing immunity. He only supports testing for antibodies.

Gabriel Leung said the ultimate objective is to “bring the epidemic down to a slow burn” to “buy time for the world’s population to acquire...immunity.” He says the virus won’t resurge once half the world’s population is immune. That requires inoculation or infection and recovery. He suggests an ongoing “suppress and lift strategy” for shutdowns until the epidemic fades out.

Professor Knut Wittkowski interview: https://bit.ly/3a7RK96

Dr. John Ioannidis interview: https://bit.ly/2yYVPjh
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